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Gathering Together
A Caring Future

rich in flavour, delicate in texture and
pleasing in taste – a meal that is not
only filling, but fulfilling. Altogether,
it was an event that not only presented
many ways to approach the theme of
A Caring Future but offered much
to meditate on when envisioning a
‘caring future’. In the days following
the Gathering, I found myself drifting
off into the wonder and the challenges
the event had offered, and Bonita
seemed to drift away also.
Bonita and I were often silent, too,
in contemplating what being Coleaders of the Wellspring Community
was going to involve for us, each and
together. When in doubt, it is always
helpful to do something concrete. So,
we began by deciding which locations
of the Community we would each
attend to. Bonita will be the key
person for Queensland, Victoria and
Tasmania, plus Canberra and the
NSW South Coast – I will be the
person for the remainder of NSW,
South Australia, Northern Territory
and Western Australia. Having
achieved that much, we then counted
our blessings that Jim is our Deputy
Leader, and we have four excellent
resources in Jill, Mary, Doug and
Gillian.
Does this all mean that Bonita and I
spent three days together not talking to
each other? Not at all! We had lots of
chatter and getting-to-know-you time.
Being leaders of the Community and
looking out as we do onto different
oceans will, we hope, add some fresh
breezes to Wellspring life. However,

Letter from Janelle
Prior to the Gathering it was arranged
that Bonita would stay with me for
three days post-Gathering. We’d not
met before, and this was Bonita’s first
trip to the West.
Apart from some sight-seeing and some
convivial meals, we spent much of that
three days in stunned silence. Firstly,
because of the impact the Gathering
had on us. Secondly, because we had
come away from the Gathering as the
new Co-leaders of the community!
For me the Gathering was an awe-filled
experience. Those of us in Western
Australia are thrilled that so many
folks travelled so far to be with us. I
suspect that each Wellspring group
feels some degree of isolation from the
whole-of-community at times – we
certainly have in the past. However,
I think it is a feeling of the past now
because we have a new perspective
on what our Wellspring Community
looks like – it’s people just like us,
meeting in small groups, enjoying
each other, nourishing each other, and
bonded in a unique expression of our
spirituality that is underpinned by an
especial hospitality.
During the Gathering the light
that filled the conference room, the
colours in the worship space and on
the table holding people’s special
items from home, contributed to a
sense of warmth and belongingness.
The variety of the days, the speakers
and the worship created a particular
richness in the way that fine food is
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we both agree that the directions we
might take will reflect the needs of
Members and Friends – and for that
we look to you for your suggestions
and input.
On behalf of the Community, many
thanks to Jill and Mary as Co-leaders,
and Doug and Gillian as Deputy
Leaders these past four years – for
your sharing and caring, for your time
and your presence. You have each been
a gift and a grace to Wellspring.
Janelle Macgregor
I am a wife, mother, grandmother,
knitter, vegie gardener, cook, quilter,
UCA minister and a Spiritual Director
and Retreat Leader.
I love quiet music, dappled sunlight, gum
trees and frogs – and I like ice cream.

Letter from Bonita
The matter of leadership was a serious
one and you will remember that Jill,
Mary, Gillian and Doug wrote us a
letter suggesting alternatives for the
way Wellspring might move into the
future. Many interesting thoughts
and suggestions were received, for
which we thank you, for the future
for Wellspring had looked a bit grim
before the Gathering.
Do you remember? Alternative 1 was
‘We ask for the Spirit’s leadership and
help in discernment in Perth and pray
that Leaders will be found when many
of us will be physically present with one
another.’ It was a slow process as the
situation, and the possible candidates,
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were considered (each in turn saying
‘no’ to the responsibility), and then
it was the Community’s decision to
have a shared leadership again and not
a single leader. We received strong
confirmation that we were being lead
by the Spirit.
For myself, I jokingly said, ‘Be careful
what you pray for, you just might
get it’ meaning that the awesome
challenge of providing leadership for
Wellspring was God’s answer to my
asking for ‘something’ I could be
more committed to, and that would
provide ‘a little excitement!’ No, no,
I didn’t mean this much excitement!
But thank you to all who expressed
faith in me to carry out the task and in
a very affectionate and warm manner.
Now I’m home I miss the hugs.
At our commissioning I said that
I was glad that leaders had been
called forth, for leaders offer vision,
focus and unity. My least favourite
option worried me, that of having
leaders in each State, for I believe if
we’d come up with that solution,
then Wellspring would very quickly
disintegrate. I think we are a rather
fragile community as people grow
older or find themselves committed
to many other community, church
and family groups and because we are
not infusing ourselves with new, and
younger, blood.
The second point I made though, was
that I believe in Wellspring. I believe
Australia has need of us, and using

Janelle Macgregor and Bonita Frank
the examples of Peter Newman, Ian
Robinson, Lisa Wriley, people who
spoke to us during the Gathering
– and not forgetting Mark Bin Bakar
aka Mary G - that we are part of the
new Consciousness that is touching
the world today, and we are glad
that Di Shearer has been pointing
us in this direction. While it doesn’t
look like it with troubles around the
world, the human spirit is changing
and better understanding who we are,
what human nature is capable of, and
how we might change our country for
the better.
Now to put on my Pipeline hat. In liftout booklets with this issue you will
find a complete copy of the devotions
and liturgies that formed our spiritual
life together, and another which is

intended to give you the flavour of the
intellectual content of the Gathering,
along with some lovely descriptions
and reflections on the tours that
people went on afterwards. And space
allowing, plenty of photos.
I hope you don’t find the ‘repetition’
a bit boring reading of the different
impressions and understanding that
each absorbed of the Gathering events
and then the desert journey - but I
found them very interesting. So happy
reading.
Janelle and I look forward to getting
to know a lot more of the members
and friends of our Community over
the next couple of years. May the grace
and peace of God be with you.
Bonita Frank

A Story of Conversion
For me a moment of conversion in
my life journey happened in 1987.
It was the year before the Australian
bicentenary and the nation was gearing
up for great celebrations of this 200th
anniversary of white settlement of
this land. In the churches we were
struggling with the issue, not sure
whether to join in the celebrations or
not. In the lead up to the bicentenary,
a group of Christian Aboriginal leaders
organised a dialogue with white
Christian leaders in Melbourne. The
gathering lasted for a week and it was
at times a very difficult conversation
when we white fellas were confronted

[This story was part of the liturgy for
Thursday 28th June –Caring about a
Reconciling Future]
In our Christian lives, there is not just
one moment of conversion but many
moments of conversion. Moments
when we suddenly see things
differently, when our lives change for
ever, when new priorities and directions
are formed. That is what happened for
Jesus when he was confronted with
the Canaanite woman. And for some
of us it is the moment we recognise the
presence of Christ in an indigenous
person that changes us.
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with some things we did not want to
hear or face.
We heard stories of pain and suffering,
or lost children, of shattered families,
of deaths in custody, of alcoholism
and violence, of sickness and early
death, of blatant acts of racism still
being perpetrated against the people
of this land. For many of us it was
the first time the story was more
than statistics- it had a human facewe saw the pain on the faces, felt the
tears, were on the receiving end of
the anger. The message we heard was
that Aboriginal people felt they had
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nothing to celebrate in 1988 - the
invasion as they called it had caused
nothing but heartache and pain for
them. They called on us to stand in
solidarity with them in boycotting all
bicentennial celebrations.

peace, hope and compassion? Let us in
a moment of silence, pause to reflect
on our moments of conversion- may
they guide us in our conversations
today.
Bev Fabb

On the last day of the gathering we
met for worship as we did every day.
But on this day we were joined by a
young Aboriginal couple who brought
with them their new born baby, their
first born child. The couple had family
connections with Charles Harris,
one of the Aboriginal leaders at the
gathering, and they brought their tiny
baby to our worship that day to ask
Charles to pray for a blessing on their
child. Charles took the baby in his
arms and prayed a beautiful prayer of
blessing for him. But then Charles did
something unexpected - he walked
around the circle of people gathered
in worship and held the baby before
each one of us and invited each of us
to also bless the child.

Bev Fabb
than a concept I believed in, and
instead became a way of life which I
was committed to and this effected
my future life decision. My life was
different from that day on. Christ
came to me in that child, calling me
to new way of living.
What was the moment of conversion
for you? When was the moment when
Christ met you in the indigenous
people of this land, when you really
heard the cry of the oppressed and
committed yourself to work with
them to build a new community in
this land, a community of justice,

As he came near me I knew that this
was a turning point for me. We had
been told stories over the last week
which made it clear to me what was
likely to be the future for this tiny
baby. He had a higher than average
chance of dying in infancy, he
would probably receive a very poor
education, his health care was likely to
be substandard so that he was likely
to suffer from easily prevented health
issues like deafness, when he left
school he would most likely be not
able to find employment and he could
very well end up in the prison system.
This was likely to be the future for this
child too.

Into the Desert

The moment I laid hands on that baby
and prayed for him, was a moment of
conversion for me. It was the moment
when reconciliation became more
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while all the town facilities seemed
to be run by whitefellas. But a mural
painted by Aboriginal young people
more than made up for that.

Ian Robinson is a Uniting Church
minister who finds that the desert
speaks to him spiritually in a way
nothing else does. He regularly takes
groups away from ‘civilisation’ to help
others share his insights. There were
nine of us from the Gathering who
went with him and Alistair deGrussaMacaulay, forsaking, very briefly,
beds and hot showers. Well, we did
it like that for two nights. The other
nights were firstly in a retreat centre
run by an Anglican couple, and then
we were in Meekathara, with Alistair
and Lesley, who is the Uniting
Church minister there and a ‘Patrol
Padre’. Meekathara I found was a bit
depressing, as the area has been gone
over by the mining companies and it
looks distinctly tatty. I also found it
sad to see some Aborigines queuing
up waiting for the grog shop to open,

I knew that if I was going to pray for
a blessing on this tiny baby, it had to
be more than words said and then
forgotten. I had to put my prayer in
action and work to try to ensure that
he was indeed blessed in his life. I had
to commit myself to trying to make a
difference not in just this child’s life
but in the lives of every Aboriginal
baby. I had to get serious about
working for justice and dignity and
hope for all Aboriginal children.

P

Bev Fabb, a deacon of the Uniting
Church, served in several Victorian
Parishes, including a number of years
when working in the Kensington area,
with close connection to Women’s Prison
where she made a great contribution.
She then moved to Port Hedland, here
she worked with Frontier Services and
the Parish. During this time she was
involved with the Detention Centre and
was vital in caring for several people
with problems in the Centre. She worked
with staff as well as detainees. From
Port Hedland Bev was appointed as a
Member of the New Ministry Team for
the Uniting Church in the City of Perth
(this combined the 4 congregations in the
city area including their Welfare work as
well. Bev was the initial co-ordinator of
the team from which appointment she is
currently on leave prior to retiring from
the active Ministry (after 35 years).
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At the time I thought that, while it
was a fascinating experience, especially
the night we were a long way from
anywhere, the desert did at times
seem just a bit monotonous and,
well, boring, I thought that the coast
around Sydney, with the crashing
surf, in some ways spoke more of God
to me. But having returned to the
city lights, I find that the experience
stays with me in a special way. In the
desert there are few distractions, and
one is ever aware of the isolation, as
experienced by the early explorers.
The silence was certainly powerful.
We were very cut off from all that is
familiar, even if the three vehicles were
in radio contact and we had a satellite
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phone for emergencies. Nobody broke a
leg and nobody got bitten by a snake.
I find my mind keeps turning to the Julie
Perrin/Robin Mann song which has almost
become Wellspring’s theme tune:
For you, deep stillness of the silent inland
For you, deep blue of the desert skies
For you, flame red of the rocks and stones
For you, sweet water from hidden springs.
From the edges, seek the heartlands
and when you’re burnt by the journey

Council Members

may the cool winds of the hovering Spirit

(Back l-r) Mark Hurst (Peace & Justice), Di Shearer (Spirituality), Jenny
Johnston (Ecumenical & Interfaith), Pat Mackenzie (TAS), Doug Hewitt,
Peggy Goldsmith, Clabon Allen (Reconciliation), Betty Matthews, Jill
Roberton, Gillian Hunt, Mary Gilchrist, Margaret Holm (QLD), Neil
Holm, Margaret Allen (Treasurer), Alan Bawden (Secretary)
(Front l-r) Bonita Frank, Jim Tulip and Janelle Macgregor
Absent: Jean Stirling (SA) and Leo Van Neuren (VIC)
Council members:Jill Robertson, Mary Gilchrist, Gillian Hunt, Doug
Hewitt, Peggy Goldsmith, Neil Holm and Betty Matthews

soothe and replenish you.
In the name of Christ,
in the name of Christ.
Margaret Allen

Leaders
		
Deputy Leader
Treasurer
Secretary
Pipeline Editor
State Contacts:
NSW State
ACT
Queensland
Victoria
Tasmania
South Australia
Western Australia
Overseas
Justice & Spirituality Issues
Peace & Justice
Reconciliation
Spirituality & Worship
Ecumenical &
Interfaith
Environment
Administrator

WELLSPRING COMMUNITY INC.
Janelle Macgregor
Bonita Frank
Jim Tulip
Margaret Allen
Alan Bawden
Bonita Frank

08 9452 8632
02 4455 1724
02 4758 8104
02 9798 4663
03 6344 1295
02 4455 1724

dejaymac@optusnet.com.au
bonitafrank@hotmail.com
jamestulip@exemail.com.au
clabon.margaret@bigpond.com
kathrynalan@bigpond.com
bonitafrank@hotmail.com

John Burnard
Merilyn Tandukar
Margaret Holm
Leo Van Neuren
Pat McKenzie
Jean Stirling
Janelle Macgregor
Margaret Holm

02 4283 2439
02 6296 4046
07 3162 7882
03 9887 3798
03 6344 2357
08 8376 6371
08 9452 8632
07 3162 7882

jburnard@aapt.net.au
merilyn@tandukar.id.au
n_m_holm@internode.on.net
lvanneur@tadust.org.au
pmc16202@bigpond.net.au
revjs@adam.com.au
dejaymac@optusnet.com.au
n_m_holm@internode.on.net

Mark Hurst
Clabon Allen
Di Shearer
Jenny Johnson &
Jim Tulip
Lisa Wriley
Jan McEvoy

02 9997 4632
02 9798 4663
08 8536 3937
02 4973 3920
02 4758 8104
02 4340 5425
02 8259 0813

aaanz@iprimus.com.au
clabon.margaret@bigpond.com
dishearer@adam.com.au
lance.jen@bigpond.com
jamestulip@exemail.com.au
wormss@bigpond.com
Mondays 9am – 5pm

PO Box Q924, Queen Victoria Building, Sydney NSW 1230; Phone: 02 8259 0813 wellspring@ncca.org au;
www.wellspringcommunity.org.au
NEXT ISSUE: The theme for the September issue will be ‘Voices from the Edge’
Editor: bonitafrank@hotmail.com, mobile 0407 337 220 or phone 02 4455 1724.
Deadline for material is Monday, 8th August 2011
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